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Measuring Low Oil in Water Concentration
The OSS Oil in Water ClearShotTM technology has the exceptional ability to cost
effectively measure low oil in water concentrations while identifying the specific
oil in the sample, without requiring additional time or effort from the technician.
The current liquid / liquid extraction methods are not suited for low oil
concentrations since their accuracy is not sufficient to precisely measure oil
concentrations. In addition, the amount of sample and solvent required at these
low concentration levels make these other traditional tests impractical, more
dangerous and too costly to perform.
Customer Request
A customer request to demonstrate a Method Detection Limit (MDL) of 0.1 ppm
for the OSS method provided the organization the opportunity to demonstrate
the power and accuracy of the method. The OSS ClearShot technology was used
in an application for electrical power generation where there is a need for
measuring low oil concentrations in process and wastewater. The method can
also be applied to any application where low oil concentrations are expected,
such as drinking water and measuring residual oil in cleaning systems.
Test Method
With the OSS Total Oil and Grease test method application, the process is simple,
safe, cost effective and powerful. The testing process was as follows:
- A spike sample containing a concentration of 0.5 ppm Heavy Mineral Oil
(HMO) in Oil Free clean de-ionized water was created and made
homogenous.
- 30 ml volume sample was taken and pushed into a 13 mm ClearShot
Extractor using a 50 ml glass syringe
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- The ClearShot extractor was dried and then placed in an FTIR unit to
measure the corrected peak height absorbance for the peak at or near
2920 cm-1 using 2990 and 2800 absorbance values as baseline points.
- The particular FTIR unit contains the OSS developed software to guide the
technician through every step of the testing process.
- The test method was repeated 7 times to ensure accuracy of results
Results
The Mean Value for the 7 samples was 0.506 ppm with a Standard Deviation of
0.0278 and a Mean Detection Limit value of 0.0874 ppm.
Concentration Data - The table reflects the results from 7 measurements made
using 30 ml sample size.
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FTIR Spectra - The spectra show the results of the testing and the level of
accuracy, even at this low oil level.

FTIR Response

-1

Peak Height ~ 2920 cm

Summary
Without any solvent, no sensitive weighing required and with very little testing
time, the OSS ClearShot Extractor method to measure oil in water accurately and
precisely measures very low oil in water concentrations and can identify the oil in
the sample if needed.
Summary
The OSS ClearShot Extractor method to measure oil in water was successful in
accurately and precisely measuring very low oil in water concentrations without
the need for solvents or sensitive weighing requirements, and was completed in
less time than traditional methods.
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